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Forty years before the boy was born, a horde of bloodthirsty barbarians thundered out of the
west and conquered his native land. They had succeeded because his people, ever at war with
one another, had not fought together to defend their cities. In time the boy was destined to
become the very leader that was needed, a man with the courage and vision to unite his people
and face the most fearsome and brilliant warrior of the age.The time was the twelfth century; the
barbarian horde was the armies of the First Crusade; the great warrior was Richard the
Lionhearted; and the leader was Saladin. This is more than the other side of a familiar Western
story, the Crusades. It is the tale of an extraordinary man, remarkable for his generous and
chivalrous ways, a warrior who longed for peace. Courageous in battle and merciful in victory, he
would be revered even by his enemies as the "marvel of his time."In her vibrant narrative and
magnificently detailed illustrations inspired by the Islamic art of the time, Diane Stanley presents
a hero whose compassion, piety, tolerance, and wisdom made him a model for his time -- and
for ours.

From Publishers WeeklyMeeting the high standards set by her previous picture-book
biographies, Stanley (Michelangelo; Joan of Arc) here focuses on the 12th-century ruler known
as "the Muslim saint-king" who was "praised even by his enemies as 'the marvel of his time' "
and crystallizes many of the issues still at the root of conflicts today. Stanley begins with a
concise overview of the First Crusade, then hypothesizes about the impact of the Franks'
murderous conquest of Jerusalem on the young Saladin, a devout Muslim (after listing
Jerusalem's importance to the "three great religions," the boy poses a question: "Couldn't
everyone just share it?"). The author outlines religious practices, the political history of the
Middle East and of Western Europe, and the vexed military campaigns for Jerusalem, once
again demonstrating her trademark ability to research and then distill complex topics in terms
accessible to middle-graders. She painstakingly builds readers' sense of Saladin's integrity and
skilled leadership. For example, when his army was poised for certain victory over the Christians
holding Jerusalem, he wrote to a knight proposing generous conditions for their surrender: "I
believe that Jerusalem is the House of God, as you also believe. And I will not willingly lay siege
to the House of God or put it to the assault." Stanley's precise, detailed artwork pays homage to
period architecture. She evokes the colors of Persian miniatures (and medieval stained glass) as
her paintings incorporate the complex patterning associated with Islamic art. Portraits of Saladin
at home, sitting in front of gorgeously tiled walls with his family, arrayed in sumptuous robes, are
particularly effective in conveying the richness of the subject's world. Readers are certain to be
intrigued. Ages 8-12.Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc.From School Library
JournalGrade 3-7-Attentive readers of this book-those who can wrest their eyes from the



illustrations-will learn some history, some geography, and quite a lot about Islam, as well as
about the life of Salah al-Din. (One interesting fact is that he was neither an Arab nor a Turk, but
a Kurd.) Even more important, however, may be the chance to put oneself in the shoes of "the
enemy," an exercise that is as useful today as it would have been in 1099. Anyone who still
harbors romantic ideas about the Crusades will be disabused of them here. The harsh glare of
history scours secular and religious leaders alike. Even Richard the Lionhearted appears as
both a brilliant commander and "an obnoxious bully," and in light of his slaughter of 3000
hostages at Acre, who could disagree? Saladin is not depicted as flawless, and the attitude of
Islam toward women is noted. Yet, on the whole, the great and generous Muslim leader is
portrayed as being far nobler than any competitor. Each full page of text is a mini-chapter, a self-
contained part of the overall narrative, so that readers can pause and linger over the opposing
full-page illustration. These pictures, enlivened by saturated, jewel-like blues, reds, and greens,
combine Western realism with pattern and composition recalling Turkish miniatures. Countless
details of dress, armor, domestic interiors, and landscape evoke the period and setting. The
beauty and sophistication of Islamic culture shine through Stanley's glorious pictures. A timely
and splendid addition to the author's earlier biographical profiles.Patricia D. Lothrop, St.
George's School, Newport, RICopyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc.From
Booklist*Starred Review* Gr. 5-8. Stanley adds to her long list of successful picture biographies
this timely book about an Islamic warrior noted for his civility. Beginning with the birth of the boy
who comes to be called Saladin, she recounts the first words he (and all Muslim children) hear:
"There is no god but Allah, and Muhammad is his Prophet." Stanley sets the stage for the
panoramic story by studding it with details of time and place. As a boy, Saladin hears the story of
how the Christians conquered Jerusalem, leaving dead bodies of all religions in their wake.
Vowing to somehow rectify this situation, Saladin first becomes a soldier, uniting his people, then
a leader, taking on the Christians. The story of Saladin battling his way back to Jerusalem is
complicated and filled with blood and intrigue, and Stanley tells it vigorously. But more
interesting is the parallel journey she recounts as Saladin tries to maintain his honor and chivalry
in the midst of horrendous fighting. Trying to cover a personal story and history in 48 pages is a
challenge. Sometimes details are glossed over. For instance, readers might be left with the
impression that relics, such as a fragment of the "true" cross, were legitimate. Events
occasionally seem compressed. But the generally strong telling is more than matched by
glorious paintings that mirror Islamic artwork of the times. Alive with pattern and brilliant with
streaks of illumination, the art is some of Stanley's finest--and that speaks volumes. Ilene
CooperCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedReview“The beauty and
sophistication of Islamic culture shine through Stanley’s glorious pictures... Timely and
splendid.” (School Library Journal)“Alive with pattern and brilliant with streaks of illumination, the
art is some of Stanley’s finest.” (ALA Booklist (Starred Review))“[Stanley] uses color and line to
create interest and to teach the eye what to see. ” (Riverbank Review)“Stanley has selected an
unusual subject and presented him with clarity and style.” (Horn Book Magazine)“This compact,



strikingly illustrated biography is a terrific starting point for young readers.” (New York Times
Book Review)About the AuthorDiane Stanley is the author and illustrator of beloved books for
young readers, including The Silver Bowl, which received three starred reviews, was named a
best book of the year by Kirkus Reviews and Book Links Lasting Connections, and was an ALA
Booklist Editors' Choice; The Cup and the Crown; Saving Sky, winner of the Arab American
Museum's Arab American Book Award and a Bank Street College of Education Best Book of the
Year; Bella at Midnight, a School Library Journal Best Book of the Year and an ALA Booklist
Editors' Choice; The Mysterious Case of the Allbright Academy; The Mysterious Matter of I. M.
Fine; and A Time Apart. Well known as the author and illustrator of award-winning picture-book
biographies, she is the recipient of the Orbis Pictus Award for Outstanding Nonfiction for
Children and the Washington Post-Children's Book Guild Nonfiction Award for her body of
work.Ms. Stanley has also written and illustrated numerous picture books, including three
creatively reimagined fairy tales: The Giant and the Beanstalk, Goldie and the Three Bears, and
Rumpelstiltskin's Daughter. She lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. dianestanleybooks.com.Diane
Stanley is the author and illustrator of beloved books for young readers, including The Silver
Bowl, which received three starred reviews, was named a best book of the year by Kirkus
Reviews and Book Links Lasting Connections, and was an ALA Booklist Editors' Choice; The
Cup and the Crown; Saving Sky, winner of the Arab American Museum's Arab American Book
Award and a Bank Street College of Education Best Book of the Year; Bella at Midnight, a
School Library Journal Best Book of the Year and an ALA Booklist Editors' Choice; The
Mysterious Case of the Allbright Academy; The Mysterious Matter of I. M. Fine; and A Time
Apart. Well known as the author and illustrator of award-winning picture-book biographies, she is
the recipient of the Orbis Pictus Award for Outstanding Nonfiction for Children and the
Washington Post-Children's Book Guild Nonfiction Award for her body of work.Ms. Stanley has
also written and illustrated numerous picture books, including three creatively reimagined fairy
tales: The Giant and the Beanstalk, Goldie and the Three Bears, and Rumpelstiltskin's Daughter.
She lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. dianestanleybooks.com.Read more
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Audrey Shabbas, “An AWAIR Pick!!!. Meeting the high standards set by her previous picture-
book biographies, Stanley here forcuses on the 12th century ruler known as "The Muslim Saint-
King" who was praised by his enemies as "the marvel of his time" and crystalized many of the
issues still at the root of conflicts today.Here is Saladin, the Kurdish warrior who liberates
Jerusalem from the crusaders. A devout Muslim, a young Saladin upon learning of Jerusalem's
importance to the "three great religions" asks simply "couldn't everyone just share it?" In her
vibrant narrative and magnificently detailed illustrations inspired by the Islamic art of the time,
Diane Stanley presents a hero whose compassion, piety, tolerance, and wisdom made him a
model for his time - and for ours.Teachers/Librarians: this is a great book for 4th - 7th grades,
Social Studies/Language Arts/Art.And look also for an unexpected Diane Stanley work, Fortune,
the story of a young Persian woman who teaches her fiance (and us) important lessons. Is this
an unusual female for this part of the world? Not to anyone who knows Middle Eastern women!
In true Stanley detail, the illustrations are like fine Persian miniature paintings! Long out-of-print
(but available from amazon!) this is a favorite of this reviewer.”

Marco Antonio Abarca, “Sympathetic Biography of Saladin. Having finished "The Crusades of
Richard the Lionheart" by Fiona Clarke, I thought it was important that my seven year old get the
opportunity to see the other side of the story. Diane Stanley's "Saladin: The Noble Prince" is a
first rate biography of the Muslim hero who took and then defended Jerusalem from the
Christians. Seeing that there is always another side in history is a great lesson for a young child.
But note, this is definitely not a book for those who see the West engaged in a manichean
struggle with Islam. Saladin is just too sympathetic a character to fit into this world view. This is a
great book and I would highly recommend it for anyone studying the Middle Ages.”

Morgan Witthoft, “Another Diane Stanley hit!. Once again Diane Stanley has written a splendid,
gripping, dramatic history. Once again the illustrations are gorgeous. Once again the book dares
to challenge children to grasp complex and deep content. Once again the prose and flow make
the book hard to put down.The author is careful and tactful in handling certain rather gruesome
and brutal details. She does not bowdlerize, or skip or gloss over; nor does she dwell on the
horrors. They are quietly and neatly related as required to understand the story; then she moves
on.Also recommended: by the same author, biographies of Cleopatra and Queen Elizabeth”

PMM, “Perfect. My son needed this book for a book report. It was written perfectly for his grade
level and he found the information he needed for his report.”

MEMYSELF + I, “Great Book about a Great King... Very picturesque book.,I gave it to my 8 year
old grandson for His birthday..he said he liked the book, and Saladin ...I think Saladin isn't taught
in American schools because of western countries prejudice against Islamic people..That's



shameful..”

King B. Leonard Jr, “excellent reading and a great source of. words cannot, explain what this
book and this mans life mean to me, excellent reading and a great source of knowledge”

Fahim Ali, “Beautiful. Beautifully produced piece of literature/art specifically for young people. A
rarity amongst Islamic history/youth literature.”

madmummy, “Give your child a broad history lesson. This came today and my 9 year old has
already read it. She was in thrall to the book. I've flicked through it myself and am not only
impressed with the quality of the images but also the research which had been undertaken to
compile this (bibliography listed at the back, showing the use of a variety of authors). The
language is digestible for the targeted audience (8-12) whilst retaining a scholarly style. I would
highly recommend this book for those who want a broader education for their children than what
schools can offer. This is a book to keep for future generations and I will be looking for other titles
in the series.”

thesismans, “excellent for older kids. This book is great. I have a 7 and 9 year old- my 9 year old
can read it but with help. I read some to my 7 yr old. A really informative and intertresting book. I
have been looking for a great book on saladin for a while that is suitable for older children and
that is understandable to a 7 yr old- this is it. well worth the money. great illustrations, and a fab
book to keep. really pleased with the quality...”

The book by Diane Stanley has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 28 people have provided feedback.
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